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FULL OF ENERGY

We at European Cargo Logistics GmbH - like many others -

have put a strenuous year 2022 behind us and are now

looking ahead full of energy, drive and confidence.

There are already some current, interesting and exciting

developments in our logistics services that we would like to

inform you about in this issue of our newsletter. This

includes, among other things, our capacity expansions for

our shuttles to and from Milan and Verona. In addition, we

report on extraordinary transports, turnover figures achieved

and extended routes to the Baltic States. Last but not least,

we point out general news and exciting upcoming events.

We hope you enjoy reading.

With confidence through the year 2023



On the one hand, the departures per week per direction were doubled from 2 to 4. In addition to this

expansion of capacities, a terminal change has also taken place. Instead of MELZO, the destination

terminal of the MILANO SHUTTLE 2.0 is now SEGRATE. This improves the capacities of the connection,

and increases the quality of the product even further.

In 2023, more than ever: your perfect intermodal

connection between Scandinavia and Italy is our

MILANO SHUTTLE 2.0. The connection is an

important part of our "One-Stop-Shop" network.

A direct 24-hour shuttle service under the

responsibility of ECL, serving the high demand

for capacity and reliable intermodal transport

between Scandinavia and Italy four times a week

- in perfect harmony with our VERONA SHUTTLE.

We have taken the next big step and

implemented some positive changes.

MILANO SHUTTLE 2.0: 100%
CAPACITY INCREASE AND
TERMINAL CHANGE

ECL - EVEN CLEVERER LOGISTICS

The optimisations will also result in a new

timetable for 2023. Due to the increased

number of departures, we can now offer more

flexible transports to and from the MAILAND

region. In addition, numerous connecting

services via the port of LÜBECK and the

SEGRATE terminal to and from Northern and

Southern Europe are possible.

We would be delighted to welcome you on

board the MILANO SHUTTLE - the perfect

connection between Northern Europe and Italy.

You can find more information about the

running times and timetables at

https://www.ecl-

online.de/en/dienstleistungen/intermodale-

verkehre/milano-shuttle-mailand.html or feel

free to contact us directly.

INTERMODAL SERVICES



In the area of intermodal transport, we were able to

save greenhouse gas emissions of more than 22,800

tonnes of CO2 equivalents in 2022 with around

30,000 units over a road distance of approximately

24,000,000 km. This is about 68% less CO2 emissions

compared to equivalent road transport. We are

proud to make a significant contribution to a more

sustainable and environmentally friendly (transport)

world and would like to consistently continue on

this path with you in 2023.

INTERMODAL CO2 BALANCE
2022: 22,800 TONS LESS CO2
EMISSIONS

Our VERONA SHUTTLE serves as another important

Italy connection. Here, too, we can report a 40%

increase in capacity. This results from an additional

departure in both directions per week between the

"Skandinavienkai" terminal in LÜBECK-

TRAVEMÜNDE and the "Quadrante Europa" in

VERONA as well as an expansion of the wagon

capacity. This will make transports between Italy

and Northern Europe even more flexible.

You can find more information on our website or

feel free to contact us directly.

ECL - EVEN CLEVERER LOGISTICS

VERONA SHUTTLE: 7 + 1 = 8
CAPACITY INCREASE BY 40%

You can find more information at https://www.ecl-online.de/en/dienstleistungen/intermodale-

verkehre/green-logistics.html or feel free to contact us directly.



"Special features" in everyday life are always

exciting, even for experienced logistics experts

like us. This category also includes the loading of

5 engine blocks, each weighing 89 tonnes, at

Seelandkai last December. The blocks came

directly from the manufacturer in TURKU, were

picked up there by truck and brought to the port

of TURKU. Then they were shipped on Mafi to

LÜBECK to the Seelandkai. Here, the engine

blocks were then loaded by two large crane

trucks onto corresponding rail wagons of the

type Samms 489.

SPECTACULAR:
WAGON LOADING AT
SEELANDKAI

ECL - EVEN CLEVERER LOGISTICS

We offer a regular trailer traffic (door-door)

between LÜBECK and TALLINN with daily

departures from LÜBECK-TRAVEMÜNDE, which

allows flexible, safe and fast transports from the

Benelux countries, Denmark and Germany to

and from Estonia v.v. within 3-4 days. A total of 9

ferry departures per week depart from LÜBECK

to the Baltic States. The pre-carriage from the

Netherlands, Belgium, the Ruhr area and the

postcode area 6+7 is carried out via intermodal

transports. The routings to the Baltic States v.v.

are of course also feasible for part cargos.

GENERAL FORWARDING

BALTIC STATES:
INTERMODAL AND FLEXIBLE
TRAILER TRANSPORT

For more information on running times and timetables, please visit our website or contact us directly.



Breakbulk Europe will take place again in

ROTTERDAM (The Netherlands) from 06-08

June 2023, bringing together over 4000

companies for networking, building new

business and strengthening existing

relationships.

UPCOMING EVENTS

ECL - EVEN CLEVERER LOGISTICS

Transport Logistic is the leading international

trade fair for logistics, mobility, IT and supply

chain management. It has been held in MUNICH

every two years since 1978.

This year the event will take place from 09 to 12

May and we from European Cargo Logistics

GmbH will be there again with our own stand.

You will find us in hall B3 at stand 124.

We would especially like to recommend our

highlight on Thursday, 11 May. On this day, the

"Lübeck Day" takes place and awaits you with

numerous special features and extras.

We would be happy to arrange a meeting with

you. Simply contact us by e-mail or take a look at

our website. We would be pleased to welcome

you there.

TRANSPORT LOGISTIC
MÜNCHEN

BREAKBULK EUROPE 2023

We from European Cargo Logistics GmbH will be represented with other companies at a Port of

Hamburg joint stand and look forward to every visit to our stand.



On Thursday, 16 February 2023, the German-

Swedish Port Event - "Intermodal transport

solutions - one answer to climate change" took

place again in TRELLEBORG. The event focuses on

climate-neutral transport solutions, which are of

great importance for all players in the transport and

logistics industry. These include sustainable

transport by ship and rail, the development of

environmentally friendly port infrastructures and

the optimisation of transport chains through digital

solutions. European Cargo Logistics GmbH also

contributed to the success of the event in the form

of a presentation by ECL Managing Director Jörg

Ullrich and numerous interesting discussion rounds.

SUCCESSFUL PARTICIPATION:
GERMAN-SWEDISH PORT EVENT
IN TRELLEBORG

We welcome Udo Küssner to our headquarters in LÜBECK-TRAVEMÜNDE. He has been part of our

forwarding department since November 1st, 2022 and supports his colleague Martin Wengelinski in

scheduling our combined transports to and from Estonia.

There has also been growth at our branch in ROSTOCK. Hendrykje Schomacker joined the team in the

handling department on 10 October 2022. We wish both new colleagues a successful journey at

European Cargo Logistics GmbH.

ECL - EVEN CLEVERER LOGISTICS
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FROM THE ECL-FAMILY...
NEW COLLEAGUES

CHANGE OF ADDRESS OF THE
ROSTOCK BRANCH
The address of our branch in ROSTOCK has changed. The location now has house number 6 instead of 8.

The complete new address is now:

European Cargo Logistics GmbH Rostock

Am Skandinavienkai 6

18147 Rostock


